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Welcome to the second edition of our quarterly magazine
– «Tower Times». The second edition is about our
market leader postion as the largest tower company
in Myanmar. The intention of this newsletter is to build
bonds, break silos and imbibe a winning team spirit.
The journey so far for IGT is very exciting and challenging to
meet the market expectation. In this edition, we will take
you through the journey of reaching 2000 towers in a record
time. We hope that you enjoy reading this issue of Tower
Times and contribute towards the forthcoming issues.
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AYAD CHAMMAS , CEO

Dear Colleagues,
Minga-Lar-Bar and wish you all a
very Happy New Year.
It gives me great pleasure to reach
out to the IGT Family through
our in house newsletter “Tower
Times”. A feeling straight from my
heart to mention that a very few
people are fortunate enough to
undertake journeys of a lifetime
within a span of a few years. For
me, the last year has been exactly that - one of the most enriching phases of my professional life,
supported by a wonderful team
at IGT. I am sure, many of you will
echo my emotion and excitement.
IGT, since its establishment, has
evolved as the largest passive infrastructure company in Myanmar.
We have achieved a new historic
milestone by successfully delivering 2000 towers with 1.4x tenancy ratio across Myanmar for all
the major telecom operators. My
heart is filled with both pride and
gratitude to be part of a team that
not only achieved this milestone
but at the same time IGT became
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more efficient and process oriented. The highly skilled team of
IGT has once again proved that
a “Can Do” attitude towards our
customers and a winning spirit
among the employees can achieve
any milestone for the company.
2015 has been full of accomplishments for IGT, and we have transformed ourselves into a great place
to work. Having said that, it is important to look at business over
the last year objectively and create
a learning platform for the future
in order to improve the way we do
business and maximize our gains,
be efficient and achieve operational excellence. The key to our continued success has been and will continue to be a motivated team IGT.
As we move forward towards a new
& exciting year of 2016, I am confident that our team will continue to
achieve operational excellence and
focus on delivering our responsibilities to bring new achievements
to the company. Throughout the
past year, we have built more
safety awareness program that
does not tolarate unsafe actions.
Last year also witness the inception of our new Radio Network
Design department which will
be a part of strategic initiatives
to pro-actively locate sites and
identify more co-location opportunities going forward. We have
also created a new service vertical under the name of In-Building Solution (IBS) to cater for the
growing demand for network avail-

ability at all times for various strategic locations across the country.
As I mentioned on various occasion that organizational culture is
a critical part of our overall focus,
and we need to move fast to align
on the kind of culture we want
in the future. As IGT, we believe
and work with ‘‘Think Global and
Act Local” approach. We continue to push for strong training and
development programme to our
local staff where knowledge transfer remains as our main objective.
As we set off on 2016 journey together, we need to have the ambition to become a truly great
company and we aim to strengthen our position further in the
telecom market. I am very confident that we will deliver on our
commitments, and with better
results for our shareholders. We
will find new ways to delight our
key customers. We need to come
together to make this vision a reality and hope you all are as excited
as I am about the new extraordinary opportunities going forward.
I thank you all for taking time
to read this newsletter that will
bring the company closer together. I look forward to this exciting
challenge and will make your
journey with IGT worthwhile.
Best Regards,
Ayad Chammas

The JOURNEY SO FAR...

With a balanced blend of international expertise and local knowledge, IGT adopted global
standard procedures while adhering to the
national norms and practices, through our
belief of “Think Global, Act Local”

W

hen IGT was first awarded
a contract from Telenor to
construct 1400 telecom towers
across Myanmar, it was expected
to be a big challenge for the newly-established company. Nobody
could envision the extent of the
obstacles that became increasingly
prominent along the way, and the
six-month-long monsoon season
which often felt like a handbrake
had been applied to the rollout. In
due time however, we were confident we would deliver on our
initial allocation and more, and as
part of our long term commitment
to the country and the telecommunications industry, we aimed
to create a world class Telecom
Infrastructure for our customers.
This is a belief that is instilled in
our daily work culture, and across
all phases of the organization.
For example, even though we

have recently shifted to an EPCbased construction model by hiring internationally known contractors, we have retained and
continue to promote the use of
various local contractors that have
proven their region-specific knowledge and experience is unrivalled.
Throughout our constant pursuit to
achieve operational excellence and
timely project execution, we have
strengthened, rather than neglected, our focus on our most important
resource – our people. We have invested significant time and effort in
developing our staff, through skill
building and knowledge transfer,
in the hope of developing a local
ecosystem to support our vision.
Most importantly, our biggest onus
is on guaranteeing the health and
safety of our workers, and in that
respect we strive to continue improving our Health, Safety and

by Rami Semaan

Business Development Manager

Environment management processes.
Subsequently, the last two years
have seen IGT go from strength
to strength, achieving numerous
milestones while maintaining customer satisfaction. We have been
very fortunate to be able to count
on our highly committed sponsors and shareholders who have
made significant investments and
contributions in order to help
build the telecom infrastructure
in the country. As a company, we
urge all of you to continue to put
in your best efforts, surpass your
own expectations, and be creative and innovative. Collectively
we can build on the foundation
we have laid thus far, we can imagine the impossible and deliver it.
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LONG TERMFINANCING
FOR FUTURE

I

rrawaddy Green Towers (IGT) has secured $ 122 million syndicated loan for mobile
communication infrastructure in Myanmar – First long term financing for telecom towers

Along
with
the
recent
accomplishment of crossing the
2,000 telecommunication tower
milestone, we have successfully
reached another notable landmark
in IGT’s history. We have secured
a financial package of USD
122 million through the Dutch
development bank FMO. The
syndicated loan, the first of its kind
in Myanmar, funded from various
European Development Finance
Institutions will enable IGT to
continue developing the mobile
communications
infrastructure
across the country in the years to
come.
The financial package consists of a
subordinated loan of USD 13 million
with a tenure of 9 years and a long
term senior loan of USD 109 million
with a tenure of 8 years. The senior
loan is syndicated among European
Development Finance Institutions
with the following participations:
Deutsche
Investitionsund
Entwicklungsgesellschaft MBH DEG
(Germany), Proparco (France), CDC
Group (Great Britain), BIO (Belgium)
and OeEB (Austria). Having already
constructed 2,000 towers across
Myanmar, this financial package
will allow us to deliver on our
intentions to expand our reach
and footprint in the nation, and
further demonstrates IGT’s longterm commitment to Myanmar.
Since IGT’s inception, we have
created more than 320 direct jobs
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“The funding package is part of IGT’s $230 million longterm investment plan in mobile communications infrastructure across Myanmar. As IGT, we offers a comprehensive range of training and qualification programs for our
staff and, in doing so, provides an important contribution
to the transfer of technical and economic know-how towards Myanmar.”

and another 3,500 indirect jobs as a result
of internal hiring and the sub-contracting
of specific activities, namely civil and tower
construction, power equipment installation
as well as operations and maintenance of our
cell sites. This is undoubtedly a significant
step in IGT’s journey, and will provide us with
the platform we need to carry on achieving
new milestones.
by Siraj K

Chief Accountant

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY @ IGT

Mr. Ayad, CEO - At Ocular-Visual Defect Philanthropic Orphanage School

M

r. Ayad Chammas, CEO of IGT, visited the Mandalay region during December 15, and extended kind donation towards Ocular-Visual Defect Philanthropic Orphanage School in Pyin-Oo-Lwin Township, Mandalay region. Currently the monastery is supporting nearby orphans’ education and livelihood for around
300 visual defect people. The facility is taking care of the blind people through various activities including
handicrafts with life long profession skills.

“IGT CSR VISION IS TO CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS MYANMAR
COMMUNITY, SOCIETY EMPOWERMENT”

Our CSR Team is continuously focusing on the various community and society development projects across
Myanmar through our CSR based theme “IGT FOR MYANMAR”. During the last 3 months, the CSR team has
extended kind donations towards village shool library renovation, donation towards lightning the village
through solar lamps, village road repairs and towards computer literacy across Myanmar.

V

LEAN INVENTORY &
SMART SOURCING
We had faced major challenges due
to the diversity of the geographical
topography, logistics infrastructure
and transportation across Myanmar. Sourcing and delivering of the
tower & power material as per the
project requirement was a major
challenge for the IGT team. Also,
customs procedures were not very
much clearly defined with clearance time can take between seven and twelve working days. We
have seen that many shipments
on the port for 20 days and more
until they are cleared. Rolling out
the project as per the customer requirement, we had 30 or less days
per tower, less time to maneuver,
no time for building contingencies.
Today IGT achieved the landmark
of 2000 towers delivered during
last one and a half year, approx.
120 towers a month on an average.
It was a very challenging task for
the inventory and procurement
team to meet the targets of IGT
management to support and provide the tower & power material with lean inventory system. To
achieve this, we had taken few
initiatives to make material ready
as and when required to meet
the key milestones for the rollout.

Firstly, we managed the inventory
system with lean management and
just in time inventory model. Two
warehousing hub were created
with one in Yangon and another in
Mandalay. This model provided us
the advantage to reduce the time
in transportation to deliver the
material on site across Myanmar.
Secondly, Efficiency and optimisation were the management’s key
focus for the rollout in Myanmar.
To address this objective, we had
implemented value engineering
and just in time material delivery
model. We had also inducted the
local logistics service vendors to
bring more efficiency in the system.

Finally, we had introduced a model of smart sourcing of the tower
and power material. As per the
normal practice, manufacturing
of tower & power material needs
minimum 8 weeks of time and delivery to Myanmar port required
another 3 weeks’ time. We had
introduced more tower supplier
rather depending on a few. This
brings more flexibility to get the
material from various supplier
which in turn brought more cost
efficiency and timely delivery.

by Akhilesh Yadav
Inventary and Warehousing
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ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH &
SAFETY (EHS)
H

SE awareness is an integral
part of IGT’s business and to
make sure the requirements are
understood and implemented, a
series of training sessions have
been carried out, primarily with
the field personnel to help improve and ensure compliance.

H

SE field training has been region wide and is a continuous
process to capture all new personnel and companies along with
any extra focus in areas of concern which have been identified.

T

he Table below shows the
breakdown of training carried
out. IGT is committed to ensuring
an HSE culture is introduced into
the daily work ethics for all employees, not only the field staff
and CW sub-contractors. HSE
training will continue to be carried
out to enforce this commitment.

Description

Numbers trained up to
Feb 2016

Subcon Company

80

Subcon Personnel

250

IGT Personnel

105

Regions

11

Local Casual Labour on site
(General HSE safety guidance)

15000

“IGT is committed
1. Promoting a positive safety management culture
based on commitment and accountability
2. Effectively communicating the importance of a safe
and healthy work environment
3. Providing adequate levels of information, instruction
and training
4. Providing effective resources for health & safety programs
5. Encouraging employee involvement and empowerment to achieve a safety, health and environmental
leadership
6. Integrating employee well-being considerations into
business processes “

by Paul Radge
National QHSE Manager
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PHOTO OF THE
MONTH
WE ANNOUNCE THE WINNERS OF THE MONTHLY
PHOTO COMPETITION
NOVEMBER
2015 WINNER

OCTOBER
OCTOBER
2015
2015 WINNER
WINNER

TAKE A
PHOTO
AND
WIN

CASH

PHOTO BY RAGHUNANDAN KUMAR RAINA
PHOTO BY JERICK MACANAS

PHOTO BY RAGHUNANDAN KUMAR RAINA

Participate in
Tower Times
monthly photo
competition and
win BIG.

Selection criteria for photo of the month is depedent on the following factors. The photo must contain any of the following elements :
Myanmar local environment
Site difficulty and remoteness
Site structural impression
PHOTO BY SAI AUNG KYAW

DECEMBER
2015 WINNER

SEPTEMBER 2015 WINNER

Take photos of our
towers and stand a
chance to win cash
prices.

OCTOBER
2015 WINNER
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